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Direct numerical simulations are performed of spatial, three-dimensional, laminar jets of different
inlet geometric configurations for the purpose of quantifying the characteristics of the flows; both
single-phase ~SP! and two-phase ~TP! free jets are considered. The TP jets consist of gas laden with
liquid drops randomly injected at the inlet. Drop evaporation ensues both due to the gaseous flow
being initially unvitiated by the vapor species corresponding to the liquid drops, and to drop heating
as the initial drop temperature is lower than that of the carrier gas. The conservation equations for
the TP flow include complete couplings of mass, momentum, and energy based on
thermodynamically self-consistent specification of the vapor enthalpy, internal energy, and latent
heat of vaporization. Inlet geometries investigated are circular, elliptic, rectangular, square, and
triangular. The results focus both on the different spreading achieved according to the inlet
geometry, as well as on the considerable change in the flow field due to the presence of the drops.
The most important consequence of the drop interaction with the flow is the production of
streamwise vorticity that alters entrainment and species mixing according to the inlet geometry.
Similar to their SP equivalent, TP jets are shown to reach steady-state entrainment; examination of
the flows at this time station shows that the potential cores of TP jets are shorter by an order of
magnitude than their SP counterpart. Moreover, whereas the TP circular jet exhibits a symmetric
entrainment pattern well past the streamwise location of the potential core, noncircular jets display
at the same location strong departures from symmetry. Furthermore, the SP-jet phenomenon of axis
switching is no longer present in TP jets. The distributions of drop-number density, liquid mass, and
evaporated species are compared for different inlet cross sections and recommendations are made
regarding the optimal choice for different applications. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1504712#
I. INTRODUCTION
Mixing of particle-laden flows with a flowing gas is a
subject of considerable interest for the prediction of both
natural phenomena and industrial processes. An example fit-
ting in the first category is the atmospheric dispersion from
industrial stacks, whereas an example of the latter is spray
dispersion from either household or medical spray cans, or
from sprays used in power producing devices. Appropriate
mixing affects dispersion patterns and can impact pollutant
distribution or the economic and efficient dispersal of liquid
products. For hydrocarbon sprays used in power producing
devices, spray dispersion influences pollutant formation, par-
ticularly soot. Sangiovanni and Liscinsky1 have shown that
the distance between drops plays a major role in the quantity
of soot produced during combustion.
It has been known for some time that single-phase ~SP!
flow jets with noncircular inlets are characterized by their
inherent ability to entrain more fluid than those having cir-
cular inlets. The experimental studies of Gutmark et al.,2
Schadow et al.,3 Gutmark and Ho,4 Ho and Gutmark,5 Gut-
mark et al.,6 Hussain and Husain,7 Husain and Hussain,8
Gollahalli et al.,9 Grinstein et al.,10 and Zaman11,12 have es-
tablished numerous features of the mixing enhancement of
noncircular jets. These jets were either elliptic or issued from
corner-containing geometries. Their superior mixing ability
was attributed to the accompanying secondary flows that re-
sult either from the curvature variation in the azimuthal di-
rection, or from the instabilities produced by the corners
through the asymmetric distribution of pressure and mean
flow field. In both cases, the coherence of the jet structures is
destroyed ~e.g., Schadow et al.3!, resulting in larger mixing.
For elliptic jets, azimuthal curvature variation of vortical
structures produces nonuniform self-induction and three-
dimensional ~3D! structures, resulting in spreading rates be-
coming larger in the minor axis plane compared to the major
axis, thus producing axis switching. Axis switching occurs
when the spreading in one direction ~e.g., the minor axis
plane for elliptic jets! is initially much higher than that in the
perpendicular direction ~major axis plane for elliptic jets!,
causing the axis of the cross section to switch7 ~for elliptic
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jets, the minor axis becomes the major axis, so that the el-
lipse appears rotated by 90°!. Depending on the specific
corner-containing geometry, the axis switching phenomenon
might not necessarily happen ~equilateral triangle inlets dis-
play axis switching, but square inlets do not!, however, the
corners promote the formation of fine-scale turbulence,
which enhances mixing. These experimental results were
confirmed by a large number of numerical predictions. Ex-
amples of such computational studies are those of Koshigoe
et al.13 for triangular jets, Grinstein and DeVore,14 Grinstein
and Kailasanath,15 and Grinstein et al.10 for square jets, Tam
and Thies16 and Grinstein17 for rectangular jets, and Miller
et al.18 for several jet geometries. All of these studies were
devoted to SP flows and were either based on stability
analysis13,16 leading to a turbulent state, or on an inviscid
approach where the turbulent model was effectively provided
by the numerical dissipation.14,15,18 Husain and Hussain19
used direct numerical simulation ~DNS! in their theoretical
study of elliptic jets and found that unlike in circular jets,
forcing was not necessary for elliptic jets to induce formation
of azimuthally fixed streamwise vortices. Rembold et al.20
also used DNS but for rectangular jets, and like Husain and
Hussain19 found a rapid transition to small-scale turbulence.
Jiang and Luo21 devoted most of their spatial DNS study of
rectangular buoyant gaseous free jets to studying combustion
and buoyancy effects on the tendency to transition, although
some nonreacting simulations were discussed for compari-
son. The recent review of Gutmark and Grinstein22 summa-
rizes both experimental and numerical studies in the context
of noncircular jets.
In contrast to all previous studies, the present investiga-
tion is devoted to two-phase ~TP! flows, and examines only
the laminar regime. The intention here is to investigate
whether the superior mixing characteristics of noncircular SP
jets translate to the TP situation. If this is found to occur
herein and is further confirmed for turbulent situations, a
change in injection geometry would constitute a strategy for
enhancing spray dispersion and furthermore promote mixing
of the evaporated species with the ambient gas.
To date, the modeling of TP gas–liquid turbulent flows
has proven to be difficult due to the complexity associated
with the interaction between the carrier gas and the drops.
Recently, Miller and Bellan23,24 and Okong’o and Bellan25
have addressed the configuration of a 3D mixing layer ini-
tially laden with drops in the lower stream. The focus of that
previous work was first on the understanding of the interac-
tion between drops and gas in a pre-transitional setting, and
then on the creation of transitional states that served as da-
tabases from which small scale turbulent models were ex-
tracted. The present work adopts a similar strategy for 3D
jets, and therefore the focus is here on the pre-transitional
features of drop laden jets having different inlet geometries.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we briefly
recall some aspects of the formulation of Miller and
Bellan23,24 and highlight the differences in the modeling of
the heat and mass fluxes between the present formulation and
the aforementioned work. Furthermore, we explain the de-
partures in the treatment of boundary conditions between the
confined mixing layer investigated in the previous studies
and the present investigation of a free jet. The numerical
procedure is briefly addressed in Sec. III. The initial condi-
tions are documented in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to the
discussion of the results, exploring the differences between
SP jets and TP jets, and those between circular and noncir-
cular jets. Finally, in the last section we state our conclusions
and make recommendations for further investigations.
II. MODEL
The mathematical description of TP flows has followed
two distinct methods. The first, mainly reserved for dilute
flows ~i.e., small condensed-phase volume fraction!, is the
Eulerian–Lagrangian method whereby the gas is described in
the frame of the observer ~i.e., Eulerian frame! and the con-
densed particles are followed on their trajectories ~i.e., La-
grangian frame!. In the other method, both gas and con-
densed phase are considered as continuum flows, and they
are both followed in the Eulerian frame. The present ap-
proach adopts the former technique, emulating the study of
Miller and Bellan23,24 in the context of mixing layers. The
conservation equations are solved in the framework of DNS
originally introduced for SP flows, meaning that all length
and time scales of the flow are resolved without resorting to
either time averaged or subgrid turbulence models. In this
respect, even the present SP flow simulations are different
from those of Grinstein and DeVore,14 Grinstein and
Kailasanath,15 Miller et al.,18 and Grinstein,17 which all con-
tained numerical dissipation that acted akin to subgrid fluc-
tuations. Therefore, the present SP simulations are closer in
spirit to the ~incompressible, periodic-box spectral! DNS of
Husain and Hussain,19 which were however for a much
larger initial Reynolds number, Re051500, and of Rembold
et al.20 at a Reynolds number of 2000; their investigations
were performed at larger Reynolds numbers than the present
simulations, as no computational resources were needed to
follow the drops.
Noteworthy, in the realm of TP flows, the term DNS has
been coined by Squires and Eaton26,27 to mean that all length
scales of the flow are resolved, but that the condensed-phase
particles are treated as point sources. This terminology re-
flects the current impossibility ~due to computer memory and
computational time constraints! of solving the exact equa-
tions inside the drops and in their immediate vicinity when
tracking a very large number of drops @e.g.,
;O(105) – O(106)], even if the calculations are performed
in a small domain and for a relatively small ~;400! Re0.
This situation led to assuming the drop size to be much
smaller than the Kolmogorov scale, hK , and treating them as
point forces and sources. Liljegren28 noted that for solid par-
ticles in homogeneous flow ~mean fluid and particle veloci-
ties are constant and linear, and the density of the condensed
phase is spatially uniform and does not vary with time! this
point force/source assumption leads to losing the effect of
particles on the fluctuating kinetic energy of the carrier flow
to leading order; however, this effect might be more pro-
nounced for solid particles in truly turbulent flows, which are
not the present focus.
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Additional to the point-source assumption, other restric-
tions are here imposed to make the problem computationally
tractable: ~i! the drops are spherical, ~ii! the ensemble of
drops has negligible volume fraction ~see the a posteriori
verification in Sec. V D!, and ~iii! there are no interactions
among drops ~i.e., there is no drop collision, breakup, or
coalescence!. The gas-phase equations are completely
coupled to the drop equations in that mass, momentum and
energy are exchanged between the two phases. Just as in
Miller and Bellan,23,24 we describe the single drop evolution
using the validated model of Miller et al.29 In this model, the
momentum coupling between drops and flow occurs through
the drag force ~i.e., Basset history, added mass, lift, Magnus,
and other forces are neglected!, and the internal droplet tem-
perature is uniform, with heat transfer to the drop occurring
through convection and conduction.
A. Gas-phase conservation equations
The compressible form of the governing equations for
the gas phase, including mass, momentum, and energy cou-
pling are
]
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where q j is the heat flux, jV j is the species mass flux, rG is
the gas-phase density, ui is the gas-phase velocity, pG is the
thermodynamic pressure, TG is the gas temperature, t i j is the
viscous stress tensor ~with viscosity mG), EG5eG1 12uiui is
the total gas energy ~internal eG and kinetic 12uiui), and Y V is
the mass fraction of the evaporated liquid species. Also, W
denotes the molecular weight, d i j is the Kronecker delta
function, and Ru is the universal gas constant. The right-hand
side terms SI , SII ,i , and SIII are the coupling terms between
the gas and the condensed phase whose form is given below.
Subscripts C and V refer to the carrier gas and the vapor
emitted by the drops, respectively.
B. Individual droplet conservation equations
The Lagrangian equations describing the transient dis-
placement (Xi), velocity (v i), temperature (Td), and mass
(md) of a single droplet are those derived by Miller and
Bellan:23
dXi
dt 5v i , ~6!
dv i
dt 5
Fi
md
5
f 1
td
~ui2v i!, ~7!
dTd
dt 5
Qd1m˙dLV
mdCL
5
Nu
3 PrG
S Cp ,GCL D S f 2tdD ~TG2Td!
1S m˙d
md
D LVCL , ~8!
m˙d[
dmd
dt 52
Sh
3ScG
S mdtd D ln@11BM# , ~9!
where the subscript d denotes individual drop conditions, rL
is the liquid density, the droplet time constant for Stokes flow
is td5rLd2/(18mG) with d being the droplet diameter, Qd is
the heat transfer rate to the drop which is driven by the local
difference in temperature between drop and gas, CL is the
heat capacity of the liquid, whereas LV is the latent heat of
evaporation. The gas mixture heat capacity is calculated as
Cp ,G5(12Y V)Cp ,C1Y VCp ,V , where Cp ,C and Cp ,V are the
heat capacities of the carrier gas and vapor, respectively. The
gas-phase Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are PrG
5mGCp ,G /lG and ScG5mG /(rGGV) where GG and lG are
the Fickian diffusion coefficient and the constant gas-phase
thermal conductivity, respectively. The drag force is driven
by the local slip velocity vector usl ,i5ui2v i and the Stokes
drag in Eq. ~7! is empirically corrected for finite droplet Rey-
nolds numbers by the correlation
f 15
110.0545 Resl10.1 Resl1/2~120.03 Resl!
11auRebub
, ~10!
a50.0910.07 exp~20.4 Resl!,
~11!
b50.410.77 exp~20.04 Resl!,
where Usl5uui2v iu is the slip velocity magnitude, and the
blowing velocity, Ub , is related to the mass flux evaporated
from the drop through m˙d52prGd2Ub . The two character-
istic velocities, Usl and Ub , are used to define two drop
Reynolds numbers, Resl5rGUsld/mG and Reb5rGUbd/mG .
The Nusselt ~Nu! and Sherwood ~Sh! numbers are empiri-
cally modified for convective corrections to heat and mass
transfer that are based on the Ranz–Marshall correlations
~Ranz and Marshall30,31!
Nu5210.552 Resl1/2 PrG1/3 , Sh5210.552 Resl1/2ScG1/3 .
~12!
The function f 25b/(eb21) is an analytical evaporative
heat transfer correction to the solid-sphere Nusselt number,
where the nondimensional evaporation parameter b, given
by
b52S 3 PrG td2 D m˙dmd 52S rL PrG8mG D d~d
2!
dt , ~13!
is constant for drops obeying the ‘‘d2 law’’ ~see Miller
et al.29!.
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C. Source terms
The phase-coupling terms appearing in Eqs. ~1!–~4! are
SI52(
a
H waDVa @m˙d#aJ , ~14!
SII ,i52(
a
H waDVa @Fi1m˙dv i#aJ , ~15!
SIII52(
a
H waDVa Fv iFi1Qd1m˙dS v iv i2 1hV ,sD GaJ ,
~16!
where hV ,s is the evaporated vapor enthalpy at the droplet
surface, and the drag force Fi , Qd and m˙d are specified by
the modeled droplet conservation equations, Eqs. ~7!–~9!.
The summations are over all droplets residing within a local
numerical discretization volume DVa and employ a geo-
metrical weighting factor, wa , which is used to proportion-
ally distribute the individual droplet contributions to the
eight nearest neighbor surrounding grid points ~i.e., corners
of the computational volume DVa) according to the respec-
tive distance of the drop from the corners of the computa-
tional volume.
D. Fluxes, internal energy, and latent heat
According to Hirshfelder et al.,32 the general form of the
molar and heat fluxes, in absence of Soret and Dufour effects
~here neglected, owing to the atmospheric pressure condi-
tions!, is
JV j52rY VFGGY V]Y V]x j 1Y CS Y V1Y C mVmC D S mCmV21 D GGpG ]pG]x j G ,
~17!
q j52lG
]TG
]x j
1~hV2hC!JV j , ~18!
where jV j5mVJV j . Here hC and hV are the enthalpies of the
pure gases
hC5Cp ,CTG , hV5Cp ,VTG1hV
0
, ~19!
with the mixture enthalpy defined by
h5e1p/r5CpT1hV
0 Y V5hCY C1hVY V . ~20!
We note that the present formulation is more general than
that of Miller and Bellan23,24 in that it includes the pressure-
gradient term in Eq. ~17! and the enthalpy carried by the
molar-fluxes term in Eq. ~18!. Preliminary calculations have
shown that the pressure-gradient term in Eq. ~17! is small
with respect to the species-gradient term, and as a result has
been neglected in all simulations presented herein. However,
the enthalpy carried by the molar fluxes may rival the
thermal-conductivity term under low TG conditions such as
those studied herein.
For thermally perfect species and calorically perfect gas
~i.e., constant heat capacities at constant pressure!
hV ,s5Cp ,VTd1hV
0
, ~21!
LV5hV
0 2~CL2Cp ,V!Td , ~22!
eG5~12Y V!@Cv ,CTG#1Y V@Cv ,VTG1hV
0 # . ~23!
The drop temperature is uniform due to the assumption of
infinite liquid thermal conductivity, and thus Td ,s5Td .
Using the above definitions, the phase coupling terms
may now be expressed as
SI52(
a
H waDVa F ddt ~md!GaJ , ~24!
SII ,i52(
a
H waDVa F ddt ~mdv i!GaJ , ~25!
SIII52(
a
H waDVa F ddt S mdCLTd1 12 mdv iv iD GaJ , ~26!
where the time derivatives express the total rates of change
of the individual drop mass, momentum, and total energy.
E. Boundary conditions
The adopted boundary conditions are based on the
Navier–Stokes characteristic boundary conditions ~NSCBC!
derived by Poinsot and Lele33 and Baum et al.34 The NSCBC
method is justified by the fact that at high Re, the Navier–
Stokes ~NS! equations may be considered to be an incom-
pletely elliptic perturbation of the Euler equations, which are
hyperbolic. Therefore, the idea is that the inviscid character
of the equations dominates, and the viscous aspect is only a
perturbation introduced for well-posedness of the mathemati-
cal problem once the inviscid conditions are established. Ac-
cording to the Baum et al.34 treatment for a mixture of gas
and single vapor species, and focusing on the local one-
dimensional inviscid ~LODI! relations for the primitive vari-
ables in x1 direction, these boundary conditions are
]r
]t
1
1
c2
F12 ~L11L6!2L2G50, ~27!
]u1
]t
1
L62L1
2rc 50,
]u2
]t
1L350,
]u3
]t
1L450, ~28!
]Y V
]t
1L550, ~29!
]pG
]t
1
L61L1
2 50, ~30!
where the Li’s are the time variation of the wave amplitude
of the primitive variables. Each Li is thus associated with a
wave having the speed l i . In the present situation, l15u1
2c , l25l35l45l55u1 , and l65u11c , where c is the
sonic speed. From the above relations, the amplitude varia-
tion of the characteristic waves is
L15l1S ]pG]x1 2rc ]u1]x1 D , ~31!
L25l2S ]pG]x1 2c2 ]r]x1D , ~32!
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, L55l5
]Y V
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, ~33!
L65l6S ]pG]x1 1rc ]u1]x1 D . ~34!
Since the present simulations are of a 3D free, viscous sub-
sonic jet flow, there is one inflow boundary at x150, and the
other five boundaries conditions are of type outflow.
For physical consistency and well-posedness, the Euler
equations must have six boundary conditions at the inflow.
Five of these conditions are: the imposed value of the gas
density, the vapor mass fraction and the three components of
the velocity. The additional ‘‘numerical,’’ or ‘‘soft,’’ bound-
ary condition is found from the energy equation. From Eqs.
~31!–~34!, the only amplitude variation of the characteristic
waves that exits the domain is L1 , which can be calculated
from the interior domain using Eq. ~31!. Using Eqs. ~27!–
~30!, and according to the five imposed inflow conditions,
leads to
L65L1 and L25L1 , ~35!
with all the other Li’s being null. These boundary conditions,
combined with Eq. ~30!, enable the finding of a solution for
the energy equation at the inflow. Finally, the normal deriva-
tive of the normal viscous stress is chosen to be null, ex-
pressing the viscous aspect of the NS equations.
At all outflow boundaries and in all directions, we
choose subsonic nonreflecting boundary conditions based on
the NSCBC derivation above, which was developed for il-
lustrative purposes only in the x1 direction. Using NSCBC-
developed conditions provides the necessary physical sup-
port to what would otherwise be ad hoc/uncertain boundary
conditions. For the Euler equations, it is sufficient to impose
the pressure at infinity, p‘ . To ensure well-posedness
L15K~p2p‘!, ~36!
where L1 is the only in-going characteristic wave, K is a
constant, K5s(12M max2 )c/L, M max is the maximum Mach
number in the flow, L is a characteristic size of the domain,
and s is a constant. Throughout our computations, s is cho-
sen to be 0.25. To complete the boundary conditions with the
viscous conditions necessary for the NS equations, we
choose the normal derivative of the tangential stresses, the
normal heat flux, and the normal vapor mass fraction flux to
be all null.
At corners, the imposed boundary conditions in a given
direction are consistent with the direction of the flow, being
either inflow or outflow.
III. NUMERICS
The gas-phase equations are discretized using an implicit
sixth-order accurate central finite differences ~see Kennedy
and Carpenter35! to represent all spatial derivatives in the
interior nodes of the domain, and a fifth-order backward/
forward differencing for boundary nodes. The time integra-
tion is performed using an explicit fourth-order Runge–Kutta
temporal integration for all time derivatives. Each droplet is
a physical entity, in contrast to the stochastic representations
using computational drops. Because the gas-phase variables
are needed at the drop locations to calculate the drop-gas
interaction @see Eqs. ~6!–~9!#, a fourth-order Lagrange inter-
polation procedure is used to obtain the gas variables which
are calculated at nodes, at the position of each drop. The
source terms SI , SII ,i , and SIII exhibit spatial ‘‘spottiness’’
which, unless mitigated, would introduce artificial oscilla-
tions and destabilize this very low dissipation differencing
scheme. To remove this spottiness, the source terms are mini-
mally smoothed with a conservative operator ~the volume
integrated source terms are unaltered!, as explained in detail
in Miller and Bellan.23 This topic has also been discussed by
Tong and Wang36 who remarked that the numerical diffusion
term necessary to enable the finding of a solution to the
otherwise stiff drop number density equation in the
Eulerian–Eulerian approach is effectively equivalent to the
necessary smoothing of the particle contribution in the
Eulerian–Lagrangian approach.
Despite the source smoothing, it is found that due to the
high-order central spatial differencing, there is no sufficient
numerical diffusion to control the buildup of artificial nu-
merical oscillations in the solution. These errors are prima-
rily due to differencing the nonlinear convective terms, and
may become significant at long simulation times. In order to
control this problem, a eighth-order explicit filtering is ap-
plied to all the primitive variables of the gas field once every
five cycles of the Runge–Kutta integration. In this work, we
use the complete amplitude suggested by Kennedy and
Carpenter,35 which is found sufficient to provide dissipation
without contaminating the physical domain. The computa-
tional grid is uniformly spaced with Dx5Dx1’Dx2’Dx3 .
In all simulations, the grid resolution is 24031803180 in
the x1 , x2, and x3 directions. Based on previous experience
with TP mixing layers ~e.g., Miller and Bellan23!, this grid
resolution captures very well the laminar simulations of in-
terest in this study.
Specification of the time step for each simulation is
based on the consideration of a maximum Courant number of
0.5. When a drop diameter reaches 0.1 of its initial value, its
mass is ‘‘frozen,’’ but the drops are still followed on their
trajectories. This is in contrast to the mixing layer simula-
tions of Miller and Bellan23,24 where the drops reaching this
residual size were removed from the computational domain.
The present simulations are conducted on an SGI Origin
2000 parallel supercomputer and Message Passing Interface
~MPI! subroutines for interprocessor communications are
used. The Eulerian gas phase equations are parallelized using
three-dimensional domain decomposition in which all the de-
rivatives, source term smoothing and the filtering operation
are performed using the ghost cell methodology. The La-
grangian drop equations are solved by the same individual
processors allocated to the Eulerian domain in which the
droplets reside; in this manner, the necessary processor com-
munication is greatly reduced. When drops move from one
portion of the physical domain to another portion that is
calculated by a different processor, these drops and all their
properties are accordingly transferred to the different proces-
sor. This choice optimizes the CPU time past the initial con-
dition, when some processors are devoid of drops. Past this
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initial time, the processors contain a similar number of drops,
and thus the computational load is well balanced. All simu-
lations are performed using 32 processors with a 83232
spatial decomposition.
IV. FLOW CONFIGURATION AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
The 3D geometric configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1
for the special case of a square inlet, and the coordinates x1 ,
x2 , and x3 are defined. The computational domain dimen-
sions are L152L252L358DJ50.16 m. The boundaries of
the domain in Fig. 1 are computational, as the jet is uncon-
fined ~free jet!. The equivalent jet diameter DJ ~which is the
diameter of the circle that has the same area as the noncir-
cular inlet sections! is chosen to be 0.02 m for all geometric
configurations; this means that while the cross-section geom-
etry changes, the area is the same in all simulations. Several
noncircular configurations are considered, as listed in Table
I. The elliptic configuration is chosen so that the major axis
is in the x2 direction, symmetrically centered about x350
and with major and minor axis lengths of 0.028 m and 0.014
m, respectively. The square configuration is centered at x2
5x350 with sides of 0.0177 m in length. The rectangle is
also centered at x25x350 and has its larger side of length
0.025 m along the x2 axis, while its smaller side is 0.0125 m
in length. Finally, the triangle is equilateral, with a peak lo-
cated at x250 m and x350.01166 m.
The Mach number is defined as
M5U0 /ARuTG ,0Cp ,C /~WCCv ,C!, ~37!
where the jet Mach number, M J50.35, is based on U0
5UJ , and the ambient Mach number, M ‘50.05, based on
U‘ . The velocity UJ5131 m/s is the constant inlet gas ve-
locity, being determined from the specified value of M J , and
U‘518.7 m/s is the constant gas velocity in the freestream,
being determined from the specified value of M ‘ . To avoid
a spatial discontinuity, the two disparate velocities are con-
nected through a tanh function with a width of DJ/25 in the
direction of initial discontinuity, x2 . In Eq. ~37!, TG ,0 is the
initial gas temperature and Cv ,C is the carrier gas heat capac-
ity at constant volume.
The initial jet Reynolds number, Re05rG,0DU0DJ /mG ,
where DU05UJ2U‘ , is typically 500, although some
single-phase flow simulations were also performed for Re0
5400 and 600 to illustrate some features of behavior ~the
different Re0 values were obtained by varying mG). The ini-
tial flow field is isobaric with pG ,05patm , and isothermal
with TG ,05350 K, and rG ,051 kg/m3. The droplets are in-
serted into the domain through the jet orifice randomly dis-
tributed, and with a velocity of 0.75UJ , leading to a non-null
initial droplet slip velocity. The drop size is uniform ~por-
traying a monodisperse spray! with initial diameter of 50 mm
and initial temperature Td ,05325 K. The injected liquid flux
is m˙L50.012 kg/s, leading to a mass loading ML[m˙L /m˙C
50.29.
This study is performed with air as the carrier gas, and
decane as the liquid. Initially, the freestream mass fraction of
the evaporated species is null, and the equivalent value in the
jet is 0.03; a tanh function of the same width as that of the
initial velocity profile is used to avoid a spatial discontinuity
in the mass fraction. All heat capacities, the gas Prandtl num-
ber and vapor reference enthalpy are evaluated at 350 K. The
Lewis number (LeG) is assumed to be unity ~i.e., ScG
5PrG). The gas phase viscosity is determined through the
specification of Re0. The constant property values used in the
simulations are provided in Table II.
The specification of all initial conditions permits the cal-
culation of the initial Stokes number, which measures the
ratio of the drop-to-flow characteristic times. By definition,
St5tdDU0 /(DJ/25), which leads to St0
5(25r ld2 Re0)/(18rG ,0DJ2). For the parameter values pro-
vided in Table II, and Re05500 ~the value used in the TP
simulations!, St052.78, which is comparable to the mean
St0 of 3 used in the simulations of Miller and Bellan24 for
temporal mixing layers.
FIG. 1. Geometric configuration, here illustrated for a
square cross-section jet.
TABLE I. Geometries, aspect ratio ~AR!, and time at which a mass flux
steady-state condition was achieved for the single and two-phase flow simu-
lations.
Run Geometry AR ts*5tDU0 /D j
1SP; 1TP circular 1:1 14.8; 13.3
2SP; 2TP elliptic 2:1 18.2; 18.4
3SP; 3TP square 1:1 14.2; 15.4
4SP; 4TP rectangular 2:1 18.5; 21.1
5SP; 5TP triangular 1:1 17.5; 18.5
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V. RESULTS
Noncircular SP flow jets have been studied extensively
numerically, and their distinctive features are already estab-
lished. However, to document the differences between TP
and SP jets, simulations of SP flows are here performed for
the same configurations as those of the TP flow simulations,
so as to allow meaningful comparisons. The finding of same
qualitative features between our SP laminar simulations and
results from SP turbulent jets ~e.g., Miller et al.18! supports
the credibility of the present simulations. In addition to docu-
menting the effect of the interaction between drops and the
flow through comparisons of SP and equivalent TP flow
simulations, we are also interested in exploring the different
drop dispersion patterns by illustrating the instantaneous Eu-
lerian drop-number density computed by ensemble averaging
over the drops
nd5(
a
wa
DVa
. ~38!
The drop dispersion characteristics influence the distribution
of the evaporated species, and thus gaseous mixing. To un-
derstand the drop dispersion we explore the dynamics of the
flow with and without drops and identify the mechanisms
responsible for the different dispersion behavior. To quantify
gaseous mixing, we focus on the Y V distribution. All of these
quantities are evaluated at the nondimensional time t*
5tDU0 /D j , corresponding to the achievement of a steady-
state condition based on the mass flux entering and exiting
the domain, ts* ~see below!. These times are listed in Table I.
A. Achievement of a steady-state mass flux condition
The achievement of a steady-state mass flux, Q
5*Sru1 dx2 dx3 as defined in Liepmann and Gharib,37 is
well known for SP jets. Illustrated in Fig. 2~a! is the nonodi-
mensional mass-flux difference between outlet and inlet,
(Q2Q0)/Q0 , calculated for SP jets at several Re0 values at
steady-state ~see figure caption for t*); we define the steady-
state as that corresponding to the situation achieved when
(Q2Q0)/Q0 is no longer a function of time. The value of
(Q2Q0)/Q0 measures entrainment and can be used to com-
pare different simulations. None of the uncertainties associ-
ated with the quantification of entrainment according to the
domain size, as discussed by Grinstein,17 intervene here be-
cause there is no intent to obtain agreement with a set of
experimental observations; instead, the intent is to compare
results from different simulations using a previously estab-
lished criterion.
At steady-state, jets attain a larger value of (Q
2Q0)/Q0 with decreasing Re0, due to the larger mG . In-
deed, inviscid fluids do not entrain ~the only mechanism for
inviscid fluids to affect surrounding fluids is through pressure
pushing!, and entrainment increases with viscosity. The fact
that TP jets also achieve a steady-state is documented in Fig.
2~b! where (Q2Q0)/Q0 is depicted as a function of x1*
5x1 /D j for a TP circular jet having Re05500. The curves
represent (Q2Q0)/Q0 at increments of 1.47 in t*. As the jet
evolves in time, (Q2Q0)/Q0 eventually becomes a mono-
FIG. 2. Mass flux ~a! steady-state profile for SP square jets having different
Re0 (t*514.9, 14.2, and 13.7 for Re05400, 500, and 600! and ~b! develop-
ment of the steady-state profile as a function of time for Run 1 TP corre-
sponding to the simulations in Table I.
TABLE II. Properties used in the simulations ~evaluated at atmospheric
pressure and T5350 K from correlations for air and decane found in Miller
et al., 1998!. The subscripts L, C, and V denote the liquid, carrier gas, and
evaporated vapor, respectively.
Property Value
WC 28.97 kg/kg mole
WV 142.0 kg/kg mole
Cp ,C 1006.24 J/~kg K!
Cp ,V 1980 J/~kg K!
CL 2520.5 J~kg K!
PrG 0.695
rL 642 kg/m3
TB ,L 447.7 K
hV0 5.23105 J/kg
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tonic and increasing function of x1* and its variation is no
longer a function of t*, clearly conforming to the definition
of the steady-state.
The superior entrainment rate of the SP noncircular jets
is displayed in Fig. 3~a!. Whereas the square geometry is
only marginally beneficial compared with the circular one, in
contrast, rectangular, elliptical, and triangular jets exhibit
substantial ~in excess of 20%! enhancement in entrainment.
The failure of the square jet to produce similar enhancement
is attributed to its lack of axis switching18 despite the rotation
of its axis by 45°; this rotation plays a significant role when
the flow is turbulent, but it is not as important for laminar
flows such as the one under consideration herein. Parallel
plots for the TP flow simulations are shown in Fig. 3~b!. The
entrainment in TP flows is enhanced over that of SP flows by
more than 30%. While this result could partly be attributable
to the increase in the injected mass, it will be shown below
that there are detailed aspects of the drop-gas interaction that
are the primary contributors to this effect. In fact, it is shown
below that there are different topological features that de-
velop in TP jets that cannot be explained by the mass addi-
tion; instead, they are attributed to the drop-gas interaction.
All further aspects investigated herein involve examination
of the steady-state database.
B. Vorticity evolution
To elucidate some of the differences between SP and TP
jets, we focus on the vorticity aspect of the flow. Vorticity is
of interest because it has been linked to entrainment rates15
as the increase in the mass flux of rotational fluid is one of
the mechanisms through which fluid may be entrained.
Moreover, for circular jets, the near-field streamwise vortic-
ity has been shown to play a central role in generating 3D
structures and also in sustaining entrainment from the sur-
rounding of the jet, thereby promoting its growth.37 Further-
more, it has also been observed37 that as the flow moves
downstream, the streamwise vorticity becomes more impor-
tant than the azimuthal one, and that past the potential core
regime, it controls the entrainment process. To evaluate the
vorticity characteristics of the jets, consider the vorticity
equation for TP flow derived from Eqs. ~1! and ~2!:
Dv
Dt 5~v.„!u2~„ .u!v2„S 1r D3„p1„3S 1r „ .t% D
1„3S 1r SIID2„3S 1r SIuD , ~39!
where D/Dt is the substantial derivative, and of the vorticity
magnitude squared equation
D~vv!
Dt 52v.~v.„u!22~„ .u!v
2
22v.F„S 1r D3„pG12v.F„3S 1r „ .t% D G
12v.F„3S 1r SIID G22v.F„3S 1r SIuD G .
~40!
The first term in the above equations represents the stretch-
ing and tilting contribution, the second term describes the
effect of dilatation, the third term is the baroclinic participa-
tion to vorticity production, the fourth term portrays the vis-
cous contribution, the fifth term represents the momentum
source due both to drag and evaporation, and the last term
describes the contribution of the evaporated mass to vorticity
production. For SP flows, the last two terms are null.
1. Single-phase versus two-phase jets
Considering the finding of Liepmann and Gharib37 re-
garding the crucial role of the streamwise vorticity in jet
entrainment, we display in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! the nondimen-
sional streamwise (x1 ,x3)-plane-average, both average and
rms vorticity budgets, v1
ave and v1
rms
, for the SP circular jet.
Most of the generated v1
ave is due to the action of the stretch-
FIG. 3. Steady-state mass flux for simulations listed in Table I: ~a! profiles
for Runs 1SP to 5SP, and ~b! profiles for Runs 1TP to 5TP.
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ing and tilting term, which is responsible for the creation of
3D structures, while viscosity partly counteracts its effects.
Examining v1
rms
, we identify, similar to v1
ave
, the important
role of the stretching and tilting action in producing fluctua-
tions, and also note the secondary role of the viscous contri-
bution. The minute value of v1
ave and small value of v1
rms
indicate that the jet is still laminar. In comparison, the TP jet,
while still generating a small amount of v1 , produces a fac-
tor of 108 more v1
ave @see Fig. 4~c!# and a factor of 104 more
v1
rms @see Fig. 4~d!#; the finding that the drop presence in-
creases the vorticity and the fluctuations in the flow is in
agreement with the experimental observations of McDonell
and Samuelsen.38 The momentum source term is the domi-
nant contribution to both v1
ave and v1
rms
, followed by the
viscous term; a minor production of v1
rms is due to the
stretching and tilting term. Therefore, it is apparent that the
important mechanism of v1 creation that enhances entrain-
ment is considerably stronger in TP circular jets than in their
SP counterpart, and is due to the gas-drop interaction.
A comparison of the v1 produced by all injection geom-
etries for SP jets ~not shown! reveals that v1ave for the trian-
gular jet is seven orders of magnitude larger than those of all
other jets; this is attributed to the special corner configuration
whose features were discussed by Koshigoe et al.13 Their
finding that the vertices of the triangle were producing pre-
dominantly small-scale structures is consistent with the en-
hanced v1 production found herein. Koshigoe et al.13 deter-
mined that there is a differentiation between coherent
structures, which were overwhelmingly formed only at the
flat sides, and turbulent flow with predominantly small scales
found at the triangle vertices. For rectangular jets, Tam and
Thies16 found that the corner instability modes quickly in-
duced significant mixing, thereby effectively rounding off
the corners of the jet and emulating the more circular geom-
etry in the downstream direction. Of all geometries, the cir-
cular one produces the smallest v1
rms
, by about one order of
magnitude; this indicates that the circular geometry is the
least effective at producing the fluctuations necessary for en-
hancing entrainment and inducing good mixing; this result is
consistent with the findings of Husain and Hussain.19 As dis-
cussed below, the situation is considerably different for TP
jets, where the magnitude of both v1ave and v1rms is similar for
all configurations. The reason for this discrepancy between
SP and TP jets is partly due to the fact that the primary
contribution to the v1 production for SP jets is from the
stretching and tilting term, which is geometry dependent,
while the essential contribution for TP jets is from the
momentum-source term ~due both to drag and evaporation!,
FIG. 4. Streamwise vorticity at steady-state entrainment for circular cross-section jets ~Runs 1SP and 1TP of Table I!: ~a! plane average for Run 1SP, ~b! rms
for Run 1SP, ~c! plane average for Run 1TP, and ~d! rms for Run 1TP.
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which is related to the drop number and size that are initially
the same in all simulations. This result indicates that one
should use caution in extrapolating SP results into the TP
setting, and also implies that in the TP setting there are ef-
fects tending to offset the benefit of the corner configuration;
these effects are discussed below in the context of drop dis-
persion and mixing.
Depicted in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are the nondimensional
spanwise plane-average and rms vorticity budgets, v3
ave and
v3
rms
, for the SP circular jet. Equivalent plots for the TP flow
are illustrated in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!. For the SP jet, the domi-
nant contribution to both v3
ave and v3
rms is from viscous ef-
fects, with a minute contribution from the stretching and tilt-
ing term; all other terms are negligible. For the TP jet, the
momentum-source term rivals the viscous term in contribut-
ing to v3
ave
, whereas v3
rms is clearly dominated by the
momentum-source terms, with the mass source being next in
order of importance and finally the viscous term being al-
most a factor of 10 smaller than the leading contribution.
Noteworthy, v3
ave for the TP jet is about 60% larger than that
for the SP counterpart, and furthermore, v3
rms is a factor of
102 larger than that for the SP jet.
To complete the vorticity budget analysis, vorticity-
magnitude plots are displayed in Figs. 6~a!–6~d!. While vis-
cosity is mainly responsible for the production of vv for
the SP jet, the momentum-source term, and to a much lesser
extent the mass-source term as well as viscous effects con-
tribute to the creation of vv for the TP jet. Consistent with
the vorticity budget discussed above, (vv)ave is a factor of
5, and (vv)rms is a factor of 102 larger for the TP jet.
Noteworthy, these ratios between SP and TP vv magni-
tudes are though smaller than the corresponding ones for v1 ,
and closer to the equivalent ratios for v3 .
The enhancement of v1 , v3 and vv in TP jets with
respect to SP jets is of interest for understanding the nature
of the difference between the two situations. Based on plots
similar to those of Figs. 4 to 6 ~not shown!, it is clear that the
triangular cross section produces most v3 and vv enhance-
ment through the addition of evaporating liquid drops to the
flow, although as discussed above the enhancement in v1 is
the smallest. In the next section we discuss how these vor-
ticity effects influence drop dispersion and species mixing.
The vorticity analysis shows that it is the interaction be-
tween the drops and the gas, rather than the added liquid
mass to the gaseous jet, which increases the total mass of the
jet, that is mostly responsible for the increased entrainment
of the TP circular jet compared to the SP one. In particular,
for the present situation it is the drag term rather than the
evaporation term that produces most of the vorticity from
momentum interaction. This result follows from the fact
FIG. 5. Spanwise vorticity at steady-state entrainment for circular cross-section jets ~Runs 1SP and 1TP of Table I!: ~a! plane average for Run 1SP, ~b! rms
for Run 1SP, ~c! plane average for Run 1TP, and ~d! rms for Run 1TP.
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that initially ivi,iui , and therefore „3((1/r)SIu) repre-
sents a maximum for the evaporation contribution to
„3((1/r)SII). This implies that „3((1/r)SII)
2„3((1/r)SIu) represents a minimum for the drag term
contribution to „3((1/r)SII). The fact that this minimum of
the drag term is larger than the maximum of the evaporation
term contribution to „3((1/r)SII) is easily observed in
Figs. 4–8. Under other conditions ~e.g., larger TG ,0 , larger
initial drop velocity compared to the gas velocity!, it is pos-
sible that the evaporation term will play a larger role in the
momentum interaction. The finding that in TP jets the drop-
gas interaction is the primary phenomenon creating vorticity,
and that the vorticity magnitude is considerably larger than
in SP jets, indicates that a transitional/turbulent state will be
considerably easier to reach for the TP jet; the momentum-
source term representing the interaction between drops and
gas will play the major role in achieving transition, followed
by the mass-source term.
The reasons for the enhanced entrainment of TP jets with
noncircular cross sections compared to the circular one is
addressed next.
2. Two-phase jets with different cross-section
geometry
Comparisons between v1 , v3 and vv budgets for TP
elliptic, square, and rectangular jets with the circular jet re-
veal that neither the plane average nor the rms magnitude is
considerably larger in the former than in the latter. As an
example, illustrated in Fig. 7 are v1
rms
, v3
rms and (vv)rms
for the elliptic jet to be directly compared with Figs. 4~d!,
5~d!, and 6~d!. However, the triangular jet exhibits much
larger v1
rms
, v3
rms
, and (vv)rms peaks at its x2 /DJ50 ver-
tex ~see Fig. 8!, providing clear evidence of fine-scale for-
mation whose main contribution is no longer from the
stretching and tilting effect as in the SP case, but from the
momentum interaction with the drops.
Examination of the vorticity plots leads to the conclusion
that, with the exception of the triangular geometry, the dif-
ference between the circular and noncircular jets is in the
enhanced absolute spreading of the rms profiles for these
latter. A simple estimate of the ratio of the inlet to
(x1 ,x3)-plane-average spread shows that the triangular jet
FIG. 6. Vorticity square at steady-state entrainment for circular cross-section jets ~Runs 1SP and 1TP of Table I!: ~a! plane average for Run 1SP, ~b! rms for
Run 1SP, ~c! plane average for Run 1TP, and ~d! rms for Run 1TP.
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spreads relatively twice as much as all other jets whose ratio
is similar.
C. Velocity distributions and axis switching
The potential core of a jet is here defined as the region
beyond which the velocity no longer equals that at the inlet.
In 3D, this region is delineated by a surface. To understand
the impact of the drops in altering the gas-velocity profile,
we display in Fig. 9 the potential cores for SP and TP jets at
x2 /DJ50. The potential core of noncircular gaseous jets is
shorter than that of circular jets, with the square jet being
closer to the circular jet and the rectangular one being the
shortest. We note that the potential core is reduced both in
the x1 and x3 directions, and that for the triangular configu-
ration there is an asymmetry with respect to x350, as ex-
FIG. 7. Streamwise vorticity rms ~a!, spanwise vorticity rms ~b!, and vor-
ticity square rms ~c! at steady-state for the run 2TP.
FIG. 8. Streamwise vorticity rms ~a!, spanwise vorticity rms ~b!, and vor-
ticity square rms ~c! at steady-state for the run 5TP.
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pected. The result of the drop interaction with the flow is to
reduce the potential core by about an order of magnitude in
the streamwise direction. Moreover, it is also clear that the
increased vorticity for the TP jets induces local fluctuations
in the velocity ~in agreement with the experimental findings
of McDonell and Samuelsen38!, typically yielding jagged and
very asymmetric core profiles; however, all cores seem to be
approximately of the same length.
To further investigate the features of the gas velocity that
are altered when introducing evaporating drops, we first
document in Fig. 10 the well-known process of axis switch-
ing. The plots of Fig. 10 are for the SP elliptic jet, showing
the velocity vectors at stations x1 /DJ50, 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5.
In these figures, the jet core is delineated by the region hav-
ing close-to-null velocity. Due to an initial disproportionate
increase in spreading in the minor axis direction with respect
to that in the major axis, the jet eventually switches axis;
these results are in qualitative agreement with similar find-
ings ~e.g., Miller et al.18! for turbulent SP jets. Although the
computational domain is not long enough to capture the ul-
timate axis switching, it is evident that by x1 /DJ57.5 the
initial ellipse resembles a circle; also, the velocity vectors are
such that further extension in the x3 direction is anticipated.
Parallel plots of the TP elliptic jet are depicted in Fig. 11 at
the same locations as those in Fig. 10. The velocity vectors
in the x1 /DJ50 plane show a large irregularity that is typi-
cal of two-phase flow inlet conditions in which the drops are
randomly injected ~see McDonell and Samuelsen38!. By
x1 /DJ52.5, the TP profiles closely resemble the SP profiles,
with subtle differences. Departures from the SP profiles are,
however, evident by x1 /DJ55, and the symmetry with re-
spect to x350 is broken. By x1 /DJ57.5, a kidney shaped
complex circulation zone becomes established. Such increase
in asymmetry with respect to top and bottom parts of a jet
was experimentally observed by Liepmann and Gharib37 in
high Re spatial circular jet experiments and was attributed to
distortions associated with the development of the flow past
the location of the potential core. In those experiments, ini-
tial instabilities and further flow development triggered ad-
ditional instabilities leading to asymmetry past the potential
core where streamwise vorticity becomes increasingly more
important than spanwise vorticity. Here, although instabili-
ties are not intentionally imposed, the drop injection pro-
duces instabilities @see Fig. 11~a!#. Even though the flow is
not turbulent and therefore the physics associated with the
experiments of Liepmann and Gharib37 is not exactly appli-
cable, the general trends are still valid in that increasing
streamwise vorticity may create asymmetry. Essentially, the
snapshot at x1 /DJ57.5 corresponds to a location close to the
outer limit of the jet core for SP jets, but to a much more
downstream location with respect to the core for TP jets. In
Fig. 12 we document the velocity vector distribution at
x1 /DJ57.5 for both SP and TP jets corresponding to circu-
lar, rectangular, square, and triangular jets. In each case, the
complexity of the TP patterns should be contrasted to the
much simpler well-known SP behavior. For the SP rectangu-
lar and triangular jets, the axis switching phenomenon is evi-
dent, in contrast to the SP square jet, which does not exhibit
FIG. 9. Potential cores at x2 /DJ50 for SP ~a! and TP
~b! jets, all at steady state.
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axis switching but only a 45° rotation; these results are in
qualitative agreement with similar findings ~e.g., Miller
et al.18! for turbulent SP jets. The TP circular jet displays
symmetry with respect to x350, indicating that the lack of
velocity vector symmetry associated with noncircular TP jets
is a result of the initial lack of symmetry and/or corners. In
contrast to the symmetric TP circular jet, the elliptic and
rectangular jets display a lack of x3 symmetry, with the
lower part of the jet entraining the gas around it, and the
upper part of the jet detraining gas from the jet; however,
both jets retain symmetry with respect to x2 . The TP square
and triangular jets exhibit even more complex patterns than
the elliptic and rectangular jets, with complete asymmetry
with respect to the two axes and a circulatory pattern indi-
cating a highly 3D motion. This finding is consistent with
that regarding the streamwise-vorticity production.
D. Drop dispersion and mixing in jets with different
cross-section geometry
Since the entrainment of noncircular TP jets is superior
to that of circular jets, and the velocity displays increasing
asymmetry with downstream position, it is of interest to ex-
amine how this affects drop dispersion and gaseous species
FIG. 10. Velocity vectors for the SP elliptic jet at x1 /DJ50 ~a!; 2.5 ~b!; 5.0 ~c!; and 7.5 ~d! at steady-state entrainment.
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mixing. To this end, illustrated in Fig. 13 is the drop number
density, nd @see Eq. ~38!#, distribution at x2 /DJ50 for all
cross section jets. While the information in Fig. 13 pertains
only to drop location, the distribution of liquid mass per unit
volume, M d5(p/6)nd d3rL , depicted in Fig. 14 portrays the
state of drop evaporation in the same plane.
In the context of sprays used in power plants, the circu-
lar and elliptic jets display the most attractive attributes of all
configurations, in that they have the smallest nd , an aspect
that is potentially beneficial to evaporation, combustion, and
low pollutant formation. The highest nd regions are exhibited
by the triangular jet in the region of one of its vertices, as the
plane at x2 /DJ50 passes through it. The fine-scale forma-
tion occurring in that region ~see Fig. 8! is not effective
enough at dispersing the drops, which must be done through
the intermediary of coherent vortices; we recall that Ko-
shigoe et al.13 found that the coherent large scale structures
form predominantly at the flat side of the triangular jet. The
square and rectangular jets are intermediary between the el-
liptic and the triangular jet in terms of drop dispersion. The
conclusion is that corner-containing cross sections tend to
induce locally high concentrations of drops in laminar jets.
Illustrated in Fig. 14 are the equivalent liquid-mass distribu-
tions, showing that the trends seen for nd are directly trans-
latable to the liquid mass. The best configuration is that of
the elliptic jet, in that the mass distribution is the most di-
luted; the jet core contains widespread regions of minimal
FIG. 11. Velocity vectors for the TP elliptic jet at x1 /DJ50 ~a!; 2.5 ~b!; 5.0 ~c!; and 7.5 ~d! at steady-state entrainment.
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liquid mass, indicating that the efficiency of evaporation is
high.
The illustrations in Fig. 13 allow the conservative veri-
fication of the dilute TP-flow assumption underlying the
mathematical derivation. Based on the domain size, the num-
ber of grid points and the largest value of nd , 3
31010 m23, one computes that there are less than four drops
per computational cell. Using the conservatively large drop
volume represented by the initial condition, the percentage
volume occupied by the drops in a cell is ,231023. In fact,
this number is smaller during the entire calculation because
regions of high-magnitude nd develop only after the drop
organizational structure is established ~drops congregate in
regions of low vorticity and high strain! at which time the
drop size has decreased considerably.
Finally, to examine how the evaporated mass is dis-
persed and mixes with the surrounding air, Y V is illustrated
in Fig. 15 for the same configurations in the identical plane
as nd and M d . The circular jet contains the largest core of
high evaporated-species mass fraction, followed by the trian-
gular, the square, and finally by the elliptic and rectangular
jets. The triangular jet exhibits the greatest extent in the x3
direction, followed by the circular, square, and finally by the
elliptic and rectangular jets.
Therefore, it is clear that, depending on the application, a
different injection cross section might be the optimal one.
The triangular and square geometries appear to both induce
regions of high nd and have larger cores of unmixed evapo-
rated species. Among the corner containing geometries, the
rectangular one is the best suited for gaseous mixing, how-
ever, it tends to induce drop ~and liquid mass! accumulation
at corners. Elliptic jets are more suitable than circular ones in
that all their characteristics tend to induce better drop and
liquid-mass dispersion, as well as species mixing. The ellip-
tic geometry tends to combine the small nd and small liquid-
mass aspect with good mixing characteristics, therefore mak-
FIG. 12. Velocity vectors for SP and TP jets at x1 /DJ57.5 ~a! SP circular, ~b! TP circular, ~c! SP square, ~d! TP square, ~e! SP rectangular, ~f! TP rectangular,
~g! SP triangular, and ~h! TP triangular. All at steady-state entrainment.
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ing them optimal for power producing applications related to
spray combustion.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The dispersion and mixing of evaporating liquid drops in
three-dimensional circular and noncircular gaseous jets have
been investigated through direct numerical simulation at
Reynolds numbers characteristic to pre-transitional flows.
The conservation equations were formulated in an Eulerian
frame for the gas and in a Lagrangian frame for the drops,
with two-way coupling whereby the flow influences the
drops and the drops impact the flow through mass, momen-
tum, species, and energy transfer. In all simulations, drops of
50 mm diameter were randomly introduced at the inlet with
finite relative velocity with respect to the carrier flow; the
initial Stokes number was .3 for the value of the initial
Reynolds number. The mass flow rate of drops was the same
in all simulations, as were the initial Reynolds number and
the Mach number of the flow. The drop initial temperature
was 325 K and the gas temperature was 350 K.
To quantify the influence of the drops on the flow, a
separate set of simulations was performed for gaseous jets
with the same geometric configuration and initial conditions.
Similar to gaseous jets, two-phase flow jets with phase
change were shown to reach a steady-state entrainment limit.
All comparisons were performed at the time corresponding
to this steady-state limit. The results show that drop-laden
gaseous jets exhibit larger entrainment than their gaseous
counterpart, and that this enhancement is primarily due to the
FIG. 12. ~Continued.!
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momentum interaction between drops and gas; for the
present conditions, it is the drag rather than the evaporation
term that contributes most to the momentum interaction. It is
foreseen that the momentum interaction term will become
even more important with increasing mass loading ~the
present simulations were all conducted with a fixed, modest,
mass loading of 0.29!. Moreover, comparisons between the
potential core of gaseous and drop-laden jets revealed a re-
FIG. 13. Contours of instantaneous Eulerian drop-number density, nd5Sa(wa /DVa) at x2 /DJ50 for the ~a! circular jet, ~b! elliptic jet, ~c! square jet, ~d!
rectangular jet, ~e! triangular jet. All at steady-state entrainment.
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duction of one order of magnitude for the latter. The cores of
drop-laden jets were convoluted and of similar extent for all
geometries, in contrast to the regular-shape cores of gaseous
jets whose extent was geometry dependent. Furthermore,
none of the drop-laden jets exhibited the axis switching fea-
ture characteristic of the noncircular single-phase jets. These
aspects were attributed to the increased streamwise and span-
wise vorticity in drop-laden jets.
Comparing the entrainment of drop-laden jets, the circu-
lar configuration exhibited the least entrainment, followed by
the square one, while the elliptical, rectangular, and triangu-
lar configuration entrained similarly. Although the triangular
jet displayed the largest fine-scale production, this occurred
FIG. 14. Contours of instantaneous liquid mass per unit volume,
(p/6)nd d3rL at x2 /DJ50 for the ~a! circular jet, ~b! elliptic jet, ~c! square
jet, ~d! rectangular jet, ~e! triangular jet. All at steady-state entrainment.
FIG. 15. Contours of the vapor mass fraction at x2 /DJ50 for the ~a! cir-
cular jet, ~b! elliptic jet, ~c! square jet, ~d! rectangular jet, ~e! triangular jet.
All at steady-state entrainment.
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at the vertices and resulted in the accumulation of drops at
those locations. Considerations of drop-number density, liq-
uid mass, and evaporated species distributions lead to recom-
mending the elliptic jet as the optimal configuration for com-
bining good drop and liquid-mass dispersion with good
mixing characteristics.
All these results were obtained for pre-transitional jets,
and further investigations should elucidate the effect of tur-
bulence on these findings.
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